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Brief report

Abstract: observational studies of drug effects conducted using 
health care mega-databases often involve large cohorts with mul-
tiple time-varying exposures and covariates. these present formi-
dable technical challenges in data analysis, necessitating sampling 
approaches such as nested case–control designs. the nested case–
control approach is, however, baffling to medical journal readers, 
particularly the comparisons involving “cases” versus “controls” and 
the convoluted way in which forward-looking relations from expo-
sure to outcome are extracted from backward-looking data. i propose 
a “quasi-cohort” approach involving alternative ways of data presen-
tation and analysis that are more in line with the underlying cohort 
design, including the computation of quasi-rates, rate ratios, and 
quasi-rate differences. i illustrate the quasi-cohort approach using 
data from a study of pneumonia risk associated with inhaled cortico-
steroid use in a cohort of 163,514 patients with chronic obstructive 
pulmonary disease, including 20,344 who had the outcome event of 
pneumonia hospitalization during more than 304 million person-days 
of follow-up.

(Epidemiology 2015;26: 242–246)

Observational studies conducted using existing huge 
health care databases have become the standard in 

assessing the effects of drugs. these studies typically involve 
large cohorts in which, often, the drug exposure under study 
and confounding factors vary over time. these variables thus 
need to be recomputed at every new time point of follow-up, 
which implies complex measures of exposure and formidable 
technical challenges in data analysis. for example, a recent 
study of the effect of antihypertensive drugs on the risk of 
cancer involved a cohort of over 1.1 million patients fol-

lowed for up to 14 years, for a total density of over 2.7 billion 
patient-days.1 Consequently, the analysis of the entire cohort 
becomes impossible, and designs such as nested case–con-
trol, based on sampling from the cohort, have instead been 
used.2,3 this approach, first called a synthetic retrospective 
study, was subsequently developed as “case–control within 
a cohort.”4–6

Several misconceptions regarding the nested case–con-
trol design endure among editors and reviewers of medical 
journals—which is where an increasing number of such obser-
vational studies are published. indeed, the concept of selecting 
“controls” from a cohort, designed to estimate a rate ratio, 
is often misunderstood as a selection of persons, rather than 
person-moments, with resulting confusion when the number 
of controls exceeds the number of subjects in the cohort. As 
well, the presentation of the resulting data as “cases” versus 
“controls” can confuse many reviewers and readers alike, 
particularly as the cases will systematically be “sicker” than 
the controls. finally, as the natural scientific chronology is 
forward-looking from exposure to outcome, the unnatural 
direction of the case–control approach from outcome back to 
exposure creates challenges in recognizing the resulting effect 
measures as forward-looking.

Major culprits in these misunderstandings are in the 
data analysis and data presentation, as well as in the “case–
control” label itself—referring to a design unfairly seen as 
inferior compared with cohort studies, even if it simply repre-
sents an analysis strategy of the cohort.

in this article, i introduce alternative ways of present-
ing data from the nested case–control design and proposes the 
label “quasi-cohort,” which better reflects the nature and value 
of the underlying cohort design. i describe the computation of 
quasi-rates, which are more in line with the familiar cohort 
approach, and describe modeling techniques to estimate rate 
ratios and quasi-rate differences. finally, i illustrate the design 
using data from a study of the risks of pneumonia associated 
with the use of inhaled corticosteroids in chronic obstructive 
pulmonary disease (CopD).

THE QUASI-COHORT APPROACH
the quasi-cohort approach involves selecting all out-

come events from a cohort, along with their exposure clas-
sification at the moment of the event, and selecting a sample 
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of person-moments from the cohort follow-up, which can be 
done in several ways. one is a random sample of n person-
moments from the sample space of all N person-moments gen-
erated by the cohort follow-up.7 Alternatively, quasi-cohort 

person-moments can be selected from the risk set defined by 
the timing of the outcome event.8

Presentation of Quasi-cohort Data
A common misunderstanding of the nested case–control 

approach arises from the presentation of covariates, comparing 
“sicker cases” versus “controls,” inherent in the first table of the 
reports of such studies. instead, the first table in reports using 
the proposed quasi-cohort approach is a comparison between 
exposure categories in the selected quasi-cohort sample. this 
approach reflects more faithfully the underlying cohort nature of 
the study and focuses the assessment of imbalances in the con-
founders on the association with exposure rather than as risk fac-
tors for the outcome. Such a table would thus not draw the typical 
unwarranted criticism directed to case–control comparisons.

Second, in the nested case–control approach, the tables 
presenting effects of drug exposure are also displayed as a 
comparison of drug exposure prevalence among the cases and 
controls. Such data are also difficult to grasp for the casual 
clinical journal reader, who is looking for the effect of exposure 
on outcome, but presented with data in the opposite direction, 
namely the “effect” of outcome on prior exposure. rather, the 
quasi-cohort approach proposes to present “quasi-rates” for 
each exposure as well as the corresponding estimated rate 
ratios. As shown in table 1, quasi-rates are computed as (xi/ni)
(n/N), namely the “rates” from the quasi-cohort multiplied by 
the sampling fraction, with corresponding rate ratios.

Estimation of Adjusted Rate Differences
An important alternative measure of effect is the rate 

difference, which provides a measure of the impact of the drug 
exposure in absolute, rather than relative, terms.9 Many jour-
nals now require studies, including case–control studies, to 
include such an additional measure of impact. table 1 and the 
Appendix describe two such methods of estimating the rate 
difference.

TABLE 1. Data Structure from a Full Cohort Analysis with a Dichotomous Exposure Measured at each of the N Person-moments 
and a Quasi-cohort Approach Using all Outcome Events and an Incidence Density Random Sample of n Person-moments from the 
Cohort, to Describe the Estimation of the Quasi-rates, Rate Ratio, and Rate Difference

Full Cohort Analysis

Exposed
Outcome

Events Person-moments
Rate of Outcome per 

Person-moment
Rate
Ratio

Rate
Difference

    Yes x1 N1 x1 / N1 (x1/N1) / (x0/N0) (x1/N1) - (x0/N0)

    No (reference) x0 N0 x0 / N0 1.0 0.0

    total x N x / N

Quasi-cohort Analysisa

Exposed Outcome
Events

Quasi Person-moments Quasi-rate of Outcome 
per Person-Moment

Rate
Ratio

Quasi-rate
Difference

    Yes x1 n1 (n/N) (x1 / n1) (x1/n1) / (x0/n0) (n/N)[(x1/n1)-(x0/n0)]
    No (reference) x0 n0 (n/N) (x0 / n0) 1.0 0.0

    total x n (n/N) (x / n)

aQuasi-cohort of size n person-moments selected from all N person-moments of the full cohort follow-up, ie, sampling fraction of n/N.

TABLE 2. Characteristics of the Quasi-cohort of 81,376 
Person-moments (Four-to-One) Selected by Incidence Density 
Random Sampling from the 304.64 Million Person-days 
of Follow-up Generated by the Cohort of 163,514 COPD 
Patients Identified from the Régie de ľassurance maladie du 
Québec (RAMQ) Databases During 1990–2007, by Exposure 
Status to Current Use of Inhaled Corticosteroids

Inhaled Corticosteroid Usea

Nob Current Discontinued

No. person-moments 49,161 17,944 14,271

Age (yrs); mean (SD) 71.2 (7.8) 70.6 (7.6) 70.4 (7.7)

Male sex; % 45.5 48.9 41.7

prior hospitalization for pneumonia; % 2.3 2.5 2.3

Medication use in the year before  

 cohort entry

 No. prescriptions for respiratory

  drugs (mean)

2.0 2.0 2.0

 oral corticosteroids/antibiotics; % 61.7 65.7 68.4

 Cardiovascular drugs; % 66.2 63.8 65.5

 Anti-diabetic agents; % 11.4 9.2 10.9

 Antidepressants; % 13.6 14.2 15.1

 Central nervous system drugs; % 53.3 49.3 50.1

 osteoporosis drugs; % 5.1 5.9 6.7

 NSAiDS; % 36.9 31.8 34.8

 Narcotics; % 15.6 15.1 16.9

 Anti-rheumatic agents; % 0.8 0.8 0.9

aNo use refers to no prescriptions of inhaled corticosteroids in year before the selected 
person-moment; current use is defined by a prescription of inhaled corticosteroids in the 
60 days before the selected person-moment; and discontinued use as some use during the 
period 60 days to the year before the selected person-moment, but not current.

breference category.
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ILLUSTRATION
to illustrate the quasi-cohort approach, i use a cohort of 

patients with CopD formed from the health insurance data-
bases of the province of Quebec, Canada.10 this cohort includes 
163,514 patients newly treated during 1990–2005 and followed 
through 2007, with 20,344 who had the outcome event of hospi-
talization for pneumonia during the 5.4 years of follow-up (over-
all incidence rate 24.4/1000/year). the study question is whether 
inhaled corticosteroids increase the risk of serious pneumonia. 
Because the relevant risk under study is suspected to occur only 
under current use and disappear once exposure is halted, and 
given that inhaled corticosteroids are often used irregularly, it is 
crucial to measure exposure on a daily basis, making the day the 
time-unit of analysis. Because the cohort generates an incidence 
density of 304,646,593 person-days of follow-up and involves 
several time-varying variables, a quasi-cohort approach is inevi-
table. for the purpose of the illustration, i selected a four-fold 
quasi-cohort (size four times the number of outcome events) as 
a random sample of 81,376 person-moments from the cohort 
density, as well 1-, 10-, and 100-fold sizes.

table 2 describes the potential confounding factors con-
trasted by the three exposure categories under consideration 
from the four-fold quasi-cohort selected by incidence den-
sity random sampling from the over 304 million person-days 
of follow-up generated by the cohort. Current use is defined 
as use at the time of the selected person-moment; no use is 
defined by any prescriptions for inhaled corticosteroids in the 
year before the selected person-moment; and discontinued 
use refers to use that stopped over 60 days before the selected 
person-moment.

table 3 displays the numbers of events and quasi-cohort 
person-moments, as well as the corresponding quasi-rates and 
rate ratios for current and discontinued inhaled corticosteroids 
use relative to no use using the different sized quasi-cohorts.

table 4 shows that using the overall rate of pneumo-
nia hospitalization of 24.4/1000/year in the entire cohort, the 
adjusted rate ratio of 2.28 for current inhaled corticosteroids 
use can be converted to an approximate adjusted rate dif-
ference of 23.5 (95% confidence interval [Ci] = 22.5–24.5) 
additional pneumonia hospitalizations per 1000 per year with 

TABLE 3. Quasi-rates and Crude and Adjusted Rate Ratios of Hospitalization for Pneumonia Associated with Current Use of Inhaled 
Corticosteroids Using Various Quasi-cohort Sizes Selected by Incidence Density Random Sampling from the 304.6 Million Person-
days of Follow-up Generated by the Cohort of 163,514 COPD Patients Identified from the RAMQ Databases During 1990–2007

No.
With Pneumonia

No.
Quasi-cohort  
Person-days

Quasi-ratesa (per 
1000 Person-years)

Crude  
Quasi-rate Ratio

Adjustedb  
Quasi-rate Ratio (95% CI)

Quasi-cohort size: one-fold

    Number 20,344 20,344

    inhaled corticosteroid use

     No usec 9,453 12,201 18.9 1.00 1.00

     Current use 7,636 4,559 40.9 2.16 2.27 (2.17–2.38)

     Discontinued use 3,255 3,584 22.2 1.17 1.26 (1.19–1.34)

Quasi-cohort size: four-fold

    Number 20,344 81,376

    inhaled corticosteroid use

     No usec 9,453 49,267 18.7 1.00 1.00

     Current use 7,636 18,082 41.2 2.20 2.28 (2.20–2.37)

     Discontinued use 3,255 14,027 22.6 1.21 1.27 (1.21–1.33)

Quasi-cohort size: 10-fold

    Number 20,344 203,440

    inhaled corticosteroid use

     No usec 9,453 123,755 18.6 1.00 1.00

     Current use 7,636 44,640 41.7 2.24 2.31 (2.24–2.39)

     Discontinued use 3,255 35,045 22.7 1.22 1.28 (1.23–1.33)

Quasi-cohort size: 100-fold

    Number 20,344 2,034,333

    inhaled corticosteroid use

     No usec 9,453 1,232,964 18.7 1.00 1.00

     Current use 7,636 448,340 41.5 2.22 2.26 (2.19–2.33)

     Discontinued use 3,255 353,029 22.5 1.20 1.26 (1.21–1.31)

aQuasi-rates computed using person-moments from quasi-cohort and corresponding sampling fraction from the 304.64 million person-days of the full cohort.
bAdjusted by logistic regression for factors in table 2.
creference category.
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current use of inhaled corticosteroids. Alternatively, it also 
shows that, using the sampling fraction of 81,376 over 304.6 
million, the additive odds model produces an adjusted rate 
difference estimate of 19.6 (95% Ci = 18.5–20.7) additional 
pneumonia hospitalizations per 1000 per year with current use 
of inhaled corticosteroids.

DISCUSSION
Cohort studies conducted within existing computerized 

health care mega-databases can be so large that they are techni-
cally unmanageable for data analysis and thus sampling designs 
within the cohort become unavoidable. in this article, i propose 
to call such designs “quasi-cohort,” rather than the common 
“nested case–control” label that has led to misunderstanding 
in specialty journals. i also provide formulae and models to 
analyze the data in ways more in line with cohort studies, using 
quasi-rates and quasi-rate differences, resulting in presentation 
of the data that is in unison with the underlying cohort.

the changes proposed in this article stem from some 
misconceptions regarding the nested case–control design. 
indeed, the selection of “controls” from a cohort is gener-
ally misunderstood as a selection of persons, not person-
moments, leading to confusion when the number of controls 
exceeds the number of subjects in the cohort (such as a 
cohort of 163,514 patients from which 197,705 “controls” 
were selected).10 other sources of confusion include the pre-
sentation of data as a comparison between “cases” and “con-
trols,” as well as the convoluted way that forward-looking 
associations from exposure to outcome are extracted from 
backward-looking data. the quasi-cohort approach elimi-
nates these concerns.

Sampling of person-moments is not always necessary, 
such as when estimating the cumulative incidence ratio, where 
persons can be sampled by the nested case–control design. in 
this case, however, the full cohort analysis should not pose any 
technical issue.

i have also addressed the growing demand for abso-
lute measures of excess risk, such as the rate difference, in 
medical journals.8 i have provided two approaches to estimate 
adjusted rate differences, though more theoretical work on 
these approaches is still needed.

in summary, this article proposes the label “quasi-
cohort” rather than “nested case–control” to designate study 
designs and data analyses based on sampling within cohorts as 
a more accurate reflection of the underlying cohort and intent 
of the strategy. With the computation of quasi-rates and corre-
sponding rate ratios, this approach should facilitate the review 
of the many studies that use such sampling schemes within 
mega-cohorts, particularly with the proposed alternative way 
of presenting data from the quasi-cohort approach and the 
tools provided to estimate excess risk measures.

APPENDIX

Estimation of Quasi-rate Differences
An important alternative measure of the effect of drug 

exposure on the outcome is the excess risk measured by the rate 
difference, which provides a measure of the impact of the drug 
exposure in absolute rather than relative terms.8 Many jour-
nals in fact require studies, including case–control studies, to 
include such a calculation as an additional measure of impact.
table 1 provides the estimator of the crude quasi-rate differ-
ence, obtained directly from the quasi-rates. to estimate the 

TABLE 4. Quasi-rates and Crude and Adjusted Rate Differences of Hospitalization for Pneumonia Associated with Current Use 
of Inhaled Corticosteroids Using the Approximate Method and the Corrected Linear Odds Model for the Four-fold Quasi-cohort 
Selected by Incidence Density Random Sampling from the 304.6 Million Person-days of Follow-up Generated by the Cohort of 
163,514 COPD Patients Identified from the RAMQ Databases During 1990–2007

No. With 
Pneumonia

No. Quasi-cohort 
Person-days

Quasi-ratesa (per 1000 
Person-years)

Crude Quasi-rate  
Differences (per 1000 

Person-years)

Adjustedb Quasi-rate  
Differences (per 1000 

Person-years) (95% CI)

Approximate multiplicative model

    Number 20,344 81,376

    inhaled corticosteroid use

     No usec 9,453 49,161 18.8 0.0 0.0

     Current use 7,636 17,944 41.5 22.8 23.5 (22.5–24.5)

     Discontinued use 3,255 14,271 22.3 3.5 4.6 (3.7–5.6)

Corrected linear odds model

    Number 20,344 81,376

    inhaled corticosteroid use

     No usec 9,453 49,161 18.8 0.0 0.00

     Current use 7,636 17,944 41.5 22.8 19.6 (18.5–20.7)

     Discontinued use 3,255 14,271 22.3 3.5 3.6 (2.8–4.4)

aQuasi-rates computed using person-moments from quasi-cohort and corresponding sampling fraction from the 304.64 million person-days of the full cohort.
bAdjusted for factors in table 2.
creference category.
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adjusted quasi-rate difference, one can use the adjusted rate 
ratio (RR) estimated by the logistic regression model, after 
adjustment for covariates, along with the overall rate of the 
outcome event (Rt) from the full cohort simply computed from 
the known total cohort person-time. the resulting adjusted 
quasi-rate difference (RD) for a dichotomous exposure can 
then be approximated by

RD R RR P P RRt= −( ) +( )1 0 1

where P1 and P0 denote the prevalence of exposed and unex-
posed, respectively, P P1 0 1+ =( ) estimated from the selected 
quasi-cohort person-moments. this formula can be general-
ized if the exposure is polytomous and if the desired rate dif-
ference is between one of the several exposure categories and 
a reference category to

RD R RR P P RRt k k= −( ) +( )∑1 01

where RRk is the estimated rate ratio for exposure category 
k relative to the reference (k = 1 to c), Pk and P0 denote the 
prevalence of exposure for the different categories and the 
reference, respectively, P Pk0 1+ =( )∑ , estimated from the 
quasi-cohort.

the second approach to estimate the adjusted quasi-
rate difference is based on directly modeling the quasi-cohort 
data, including all outcome events, using a generalized linear 
additive model for the odds of the outcome event (1 = event,  
0 = quasi-cohort sample), corrected for the sampling fraction. 
this can be done with an “odds” link function, namely by 

fitting R/(1 - R) as a linear combination of the exposures and 
covariates, where R is the probability of the outcome event 
at a person-moment, and using a binomial distribution. the 
resulting coefficients must then be corrected by the sampling 
fraction (n/N), to produce the quasi-rate differences.
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